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Non invasive prenatal testing (NIPT) has proven its efficacy,

reliability, and high positive predictive value (PPV) in common

aneuploidy screening, sex chromosomal aneuploidy, or even copy

number variants (CNVs). Simultaneously, it can be a precious

source of information on maternal genome variation. Large CNVs

are usually not an issue to interpret, however, many small and

frequent CNVs remain ambiguous. CNVs from 200bp repeating two

or more times have been referred to as multiple occurring variants

(MOVs).

Aim

We analyzed data from more than 6400 NIPT results with a
resolution of 200 Kb for maternal genome and identified 2484
CNVs, while 322 occurred repeatedly. We scrutinized the 20 most
common ones, compared them with frequencies in population
databases gnomAD SVs v2.1, dbVAR, DGV, and analyzed them with
an emphasis on genomic content. The frequency of observed
variants per megabase was calculated for each chromosome. The
normal distribution of this value among chromosomes was
assumed, mean and standard deviation were estimated.

Introduction

Materials

This retrospective study identified recurrent maternal findings on a
NIPT basis. Pregnant women from Slovakia, Czechia, and Hungary
undertook our in-house NIPT

Methods

Blood drawn (from 10 gestational weeks)

plasma DNA isolation (Qiagen)

DNA library construction via modified TruSeq NaNo protocol 
(Illumina) (ref. 1,2)

Pair-ended whole-genome sequencing with low coverage on 
NextSeq 500/550 (Illumina)

Bioinformatic analysis (Trisomy test SW) (ref. 3)

Statistics - chi-squared statistical test

Tools: X-CNV (ref. 4), ACMG, Lift-Over (UCSC Genome Browser)

Databases: gnomAD SVs v2.1, dbVAR, DGV, DECIPHER

Results

We identified 322 distinct MOVs. We have aimed at the 20 most
recurrent MOVs in our dataset which occurred 12 times (dup
4q35.2; del 4q35.2) to 126 times (dup 6q27) (Table 1). The
frequency of the most common dup 6q27 is 1,85% to 0,18% for
dup/del 4q35.2. The first three MOVs 6q27, dup 22q11.22 and dup
Xp22.31 are polymorphisms as their frequency is higher than 1%:
1.85%, 1.52%, and 1.13%, respectively. The European gnomAD SVs
v2.1 frequency is comparable to 4 CNVs. We found no match in
gnomAD SV in 4 cases for dup 22q11.22, dup 15q11.2, dup
12q24.13-q24.21, and dup 3p26.3. The chromosome with the
largest number of variants was chr2 (71) and the least chr19 (8)
(Table 2).

Figure 1. Visualization of CNV for chromosome 15. Normalized read counts per bin are depicted as gray
dots. The dup 15q11.2 microduplication approximately of 320 kb is shown by the magenta horizontal line.
The light gray vertical band depicts an unmappable centromere region. Black horizontal band signify bins
that did not pass quality metrics (centromere) and are thus excluded from the analysis. The approximated
z-score of duplication is displayed over the magenta segment. The estimated level of maternal aberration is
92% visualized as a magenta dashed line while the red dashed line represents the estimated level of fetal
aberration detection.

Conclusion

We utilized NIPT analyses of pregnant women as a source of
population data on recurrent CNVs (MOVs). Compared with
notorious population databases, the frequency often differs
significantly even among non-Finnish Europeans. Some MOVs
seem to be candidates for population CNVs specific to the
central Europe region. Based on the mappable chromosomal
size, we did not record a significant difference in the occurrence
of MOVs except for chromosome 19. Some MOVs have a
potential for medical consequences, however with low
penetrance and expressivity.
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Table 2.  Number of MOVs according to the chromosomes, p-values
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MOVs - multiple occuring variants; dup - duplication; del - deletion; NF - non Finnish; n - number of CNVs  in our database; N - number of participants in each database/cohorts (NIPT, dbVAR/DGV 
European, and gnomAD SVs v2.1); p-value in red means statistically significant 

Table 1.  List of the most common MOVs, frequencies and statistics
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